




Anilltrodudion To Shamanic Astrology
Since a Mt. Shastavision quest experience

in August of 1981, I have been involved with
an approach to astrology called Shamanic
Astrology. It's important to explain what is
meantby the use of this phrase.

One definition of shamanism describes it
as the process of "death by intent"." This is
not accidental death and coming back into
body, but a conscious choice todieand be
reborn back into the same body, many times.
This "death", can be emotional, psychical,
spiritual, or a literal physical death and
rebirth.

I do not consider myself a shaman. I am
neither of blood lineage nor on a formal path
of snamanic initiation. However,certain basic
tenants of the Shamanic Astrology approach
are extremely relevant to this inquiry into the
mysteries of Venus and Mars.. These
principals include:
1. The -foundational philosophical truth of
Shamanic Astrology (and arguably of
everything) is from the opening lines of the
Emerald Tablets of Hermes, 'As Above, So
Below, As Without, So Within.""¥l This is
considered to be literal, kinesthetic, organic
reality, not an intellectual or spiritual
abstraction.

The patterns of the constellations and the
cycles of theSun,--Moon and planets are the
same as the patterns and cycles of the human
psyche and the seasons of our lives. The
relationship iSf10tcause and effect.
2.Shamanic.·.··AStroiOgy···is' experiential and
earth-centered. Thesky that can be directly
experienced without telescopic orcyhernetic
enhancementhas the greatest importance and
poweLTherefore,Shamanic Astrology would
be ·aseffective in a non:technological age.
This view can be termed Neo-Ptolemaic, an
astrology"for terrestrial humans experiencing
the sky,perceivable with unaided vision
without light pollution." The modern
scientific reality . of the heliocentric,
Copernicanworld view is essentially irrelevant
to this approach.
3.shamanic Astrology is ceremonial and
participatory, and operates from a mythic
perspective. Jade Wah'oo, an American
Shaman,states "All true shamanic ceremonies

are~e~~icr!!-eh~ctn1entofcosm()IOgiCal However, I was puzzled by the 15 .yeafMars
pliel1umen,a -;. The' und~rlyinwprinci ple '. of cycle?
mytiJic>t:xpr~ign>.is itheydramatic Experientially, for myself and others, I
re-enac~13p~pfpoSIl1~togicalphen~mena."*4 found Jupiter and Saturn returns to be highly
•......••·.Ovei~~\m:iCUI~I~I~rE)ll1~ni~sa.nd . ~ignifipant~owever, I have never been a big
inythics·.ries.icf~teij·· b¥ •.th~cvari9usjan of solar returns;.ajudgment made as part
civilizatJon~ are.dr<lJled0TIID th~ acmal ljf mygel1eral~ntipathy towards any Sun sign
physjcaUy?~s~ryedcYS!~ Of the pfam~tsand.,··orSllncentered.approachto astrology. Nor,
patt~flls?f.ttJeconsteJJatiriris. had Fhadmgchpo~itiv~experience with the
4.ThedeatHal1drebirth·motifof shamanism retum>cydesofihe other relevant. inner
inspiresShamanic Astrology in two basic planets, Venus,Mars,'andMercury. I began to
ways: suspect thafthe planetary periods of Venus,

1) The understanding and experience of Mars, and Mercury were connected to some
the natural rhythm and cycles of the planetary sort of return cycle. But what and how?
bodies are linked to the initiatory process in Over the years, I have closely tracked and
human beings. The universe is supportive of, ceremonially honored my Jupiter return with
and power is accessedby, human beings who amazing results. For me, the Jupiter return
consciously participate with the initiation
cycles.

2) Planets (especially Venus,Mercury, and
Mars) disappearing below the horizon, are
seen as ehtering the underworld, dying and
later being reborn when they rise above the
horizon.
5.Shamanic Astrology links to modern
psychologythrough the use of archetypes. An
ancient shamanism using gods, goddesses,
spirits and animal essences, can now be
expressed through· a .comprehensive, cross
cultural, full spectrum approach to
archetypes. Note the elucidation of the 24
prime archelypes of the masculine and
feminine with this article. (See chart one.)

GENESIS OF THE .INVESTIGATION
The beginning of theirivestigative journey

that led to this article dates from Project
Hindsight I in August of 1994. My interest
was aroused with the material on planetary
periods. (See Planetary Periods in next
column) While immediately aware of the
significance and value of 30 years for Saturn
and twelve years for Jupiter, corresponding to
the number of years for the planet to circuit
the zodiac,it was the periods given for Venus,
Mars, and Mercurythat intrigued me most"

Because of my experiential interest in the
night sky, I quickly surmised that the eight
year Venus cycle was related to the Venus
synodic cycle of 584 days multiplied by five
cycles equated to almost exactly eight years.

PLANETARY PERODS
Project Hindsight Planetary Periods
Saturn 30years
Jupiter 12years
Mars 15years
Venus 08years
Mercury 20years
Babylonian Planetary Periods'
Saturn 59years
Jupiter 83 years
Mars 79years
Venus 08 years
Mercury ?
Hipparchus(120 Be) Planetary Tables
From Ptolemy (Almagest IX)
Saturn 59years
.Jupiter 71years
Mars 79years

Venus 08 years
Mercury 46years
Medieval Planetary Tables
From The Alfonsine Tables
Saturn 59years
Jupiter 83 years
Mars 79years
Venus 08years
Mercury 46



symbolizes a renewal of vision and-often a
total change of direction and und~rsjanding
connected.to my spiritualpaJh. ·Dec~tl~95
marked my . exactJupiter'RElturn
(23Sagittarius32},<and as part of· <my
ceremonial experi.ensyJd.ecided to climb to
the top oLa nearbyhH.I.(Wehad recently
moved <to a .,r~ralarea<inSouthwestern New
Mexico.) I was ai)tonlshedand delighted to
discoyerananCIentNative American night
skYicalendricjsolstice, ceremonial site,
complete W.ith petroglyphs, standing stones,
ceremonial Illixing '.bowls, horizon calendar,
and a site line to the north point of around
SOOAD. The site was undisturbed and intact,
and became a living laboratory for me to

. explore and research the Venus-Mars Saga
described in these articles, since the
dominant planetary event at the time was a
beautiful conjunction of Venus and Mars in
the evening sky. For me, this eveotwas
played out on 1he clear, dark desert skies of
the New Mexico, Mimbres River Valley.

THE VENUS STORY·
In Shamanic AstrologY,Venus symbolizes the
female principle, not to be confused with the
female qender." By sign, Venus symbolizes a
specific archetypeof the feminine (See chart
one). The sign position of Venusfor a woman
represents her current life statement of intent
for her specific version of the feminine she is
developing. Venus by sign, for a man,
indicates his connection to his feminine side,
his "anima," or what is projected onto external
partners. Ultimately, this is his "sacred
marriage" where he takes responsibility. for
his own feminine side. When considering the
eight year planetary period of Venus, however,
vast new realms of the Venus mysteries
emerge.

EXPLORING THE VENUS CYCLE·
FROM AN EARTH CENTERED

PROSPECTIVE
Where To Begin The Venus Cycle

Historically, the ancients observed the
beginning of the Venus cycle at the morning
heliacal rising.*7 The Sumerians, Babylonians
and many Native American groups used this
method. I haven't found any ancient culture
that did otherwise. From a shamanic
perspective, the heliacal rising of Venus is the
most dramatic event in the entire 584 day
cycle. At heliacal rising, Venus is briqhtest,
closest to the earth, and it appears suddenly
adding to the impact. At this point in the
Venus cycle it is always retrograde, making
its appearance a few days after the interior
conjunction with the Sun." The Sun-Venus
conjunction takes place under the horizon (or
in the underworld).

After Venus risesh7li~l;ally in the east, just
before sunrise it -begi)'ls.a.journeyof about
260 days as a mornipgstar:Astronomical
texts describe the nl.lmlle(of days as exactly

-263 days, but ·locaLfitJrizon condip.ons may
greatly alter .thenurIlb;~EJoJ..qays\yenus is
visible as a morningsteLF9rceremoniai
reasons, .1.use2609~y~.~<9"'::'Astronomers
routinelyrneasure th~begini1ingdft~,evisible

..momingstar/ period;Cil~d.eveniryg» when
Venus attains' a tendegree-distance.irom .the
Sun... ......, ....'..' , . .,:

About two w~eks/after heliacilr rising,
Venus resumes direct~o~Qn~ During the 260
days, Venus prominentryconjunctsJheMo()n
at least seven times in the /llorning;sky,
sometimes with an eighth conjunction
marginally visible. During Ithis time, Venus

. reaches maximum elongation from the Sun of
45-48 degrees, rising as much as three hours
before sunrise.

After nearly ninemo[lths, .Venus sinks back
to the eastern horizon and.finally disappears
under the horizon moving towards exterior
conjunction with the Sun. Astronomer's
measure this disappearance as 50 days.*'o
Because of the aforementioned ambiguity of
horizonal conditions, the exact value varies.
For reasons to be explored later, a figure of
60 days is suggested.

Venus, next rises in the west at sunset,
beginning another nearly nine month stint (or
260 days), now as an evening star.
Amazingly, the astronomers actual observable
average is also listed as 263 days. Venus as
an evening star closely resembles her
morning star cycle. Then, about two weeks
before Venus' interior conjunction with the
Sun she begins her retrograde motion, to soon
set in the west

The time of disappearance before the next
heliacal rising can vary from zero to 20 days,
dependiilgon many factors, however most
cultures. used a figure of either seven days
(Babylonians and Sumerians) or eight days
(Meso-Americans).

The entire cycle averages 584 days, and is
called the synodic cycle of Venus. The
synodic cycle of any planet is its relationship
to the Sun as seen from Earth. ..This is of
greatest importance for Shamanic Astrology.

When applying this 584 day cycle to an
individual birth chart, the position of Venus,
relanve to the entire synodic cycle, takes on
great importance. This larger cycle can be
imagined as the collective, or world Venus
cycle. The Venus position on an individual's
birth chart has significance relative to this
wider context. For example, Venus is either a
morning star, or evening star, relatively high
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or low in the Sky,~r)Un(jer the horizon at
interior or exteriorCU~Jl.lnctionwith the Sun,
etc.. .

THE EIGlit'fEARCYClE
The next thingfo6consider. is me

relationship of the 584 day synOdif<cycle to
the Venus.eight yearplanetaryp~riod,ltturns
out that five synodic.cyclesalmQ~texactly
equal eight years. (See ··tabhr.beloW)iThe
nearly circular orbitof Venus contributes to
the remarkable regularlty of theVenys.cycle.
There is a difference of only 2.34 days every
eight years. In other worlds if any point in
the<synodic cycle is chosen, forex!lmple,
heliaca! rising, interior conjunction,or any
persol1arnat(j1chart Venus position,;n almost

.exactlyieiq~tyears{minus 2.34 days} a.Venus
return results. Whetherthe world or personal
Venus cycle,it's alrnostexactly recapitulated
every eight years';

Venus Return

1 synodic cycle: 583.92 days
8 years 2,921.94 days ,2.34 days less than birthday

5 synodic cycles 2,919.60 days
13 siderial 2,921.11 days
65 synodic cycles = 104 years
780 synodic cycles = 1247 years

A truly amazing feature of this eight year
cycle is seen in figure one on page 7. Five 584
day synodic cycles proieeted onto an abstract
horoscope (or seasonal cycle) creates an
almost exact pentacle pattern. This conjures
Ltl thoughts of a highly interesting historical
speculative journey. that could betaken into
number mysticism (five, eight, thirteen...),
and ceremonial maqic, but that. is another

.article. .
The. five "horns" of the pentacle represent

disnnct, individualistic Venus cycles. Each
has its own lemniscate, a unique pattern of
looping, like a figure eight, as Venus rises
and falls relative to the. horizon. Each also,
has a uniqueness based on what season of
the year is taking. place. This-creates an

. ever-changing interrelationship between five
Venus cycles that, over time, mesh with four
seasonal cycles (solstices and equinoxes).
The most recent heliacal rising of Venus on
June 17, 1996 (in Gemini) occurred very close
to Summer Solstice.

Since the eight year cycle returns 2.34
days earlier each time, then a precession of
sorts, occurs for Venus. It turns out that 780
synodic cycles or 1248 years returns Venus



ex~ctly to any giv~nstarting point *11 When at each lock; controlling the next level ofher
examining thIs precession of Venus through journey; <As Above, So Below. The 60
th~signs,jttakesabout 104 years for one sprinklings mentioned in the myth are very
homof~eHeptadetotraverse a whole sign lik~!yrelatedtothe 60 days below the horizon
fron13?degrees .•to zero degrees, moving after Veilus. disappears from its.260 .•.day
retrogradethrough the signs. m0rrling·' star/apparition. Ninshubaris' a

.. Mythic Applications Sumeriannalllefor Mercury, and the details
Archeo-astronomy and ethno-astronomy of/ln~nna's·ericounters with him directly

ate burgeoning fields of scientific inquiry, led . 'patafl~l;theact~al conjunction of Venus and
by brilliant minds like Anthony Aveni,John Merf~l)'.atJheb~ginning of her journey in the
Carlsofl,Ray Williamson, and Ed Krupp. easterrr)I11P[£Iipg, and following her rebirth in
Together with the pioneering and seminalth~Vl~terneyening.*'5 The purpose of
work of Von Deschand and DiSantiliana Inanf!a'~ joyrprY . also has astronomical
authors of, Hamlet's Mill, and the recent work signiffCarice.GU~allaria is a transliteration of
of Thomas Worthen*'2, a remarkable ·Gre~tBlJllofH~~ven·. Circa 3000 BCE,when

. confluence of astronomy and myth has VefJ~.sb~qan.nerj~lJrneYinthe spring at New
emerged with profound implications for Y~af,ttJe constel.lation··of the Bull (Taurus),
modern astrology. Re-education in thesel}Jas}am~hlp~i~totheu.nderv.rorld, beyondthe
fields, Will comprise a second powerful pillar, we~t~rnihO(i:Zon~tslJh~~t.The location of a
next to project Hindsight, for astrology's V~nusheliacalfiringnearthe Spring Equinox
renaissance. occurred once every eight; years,...hence the

The cross-cultural, ethno-astronomical likelyurigin 0f;tl1e.greateight yearc~remonial
analysis of Venus, relative to Shamanic cycles (sucfl as at [)elp~i, the original
Astrology, using relevant Meso-American, Olympics'etc.). .....••.•..•..••...•..<i.·. ................•..•....
Babylonian, Vedic, POlynesian, Native •.Detailed analysis of themythoflnanllais
American, etc. is· beyond the scope of this not the intent ofthiS example.*16Instead, it
article. One example, however, can greatly demonstrates how cultural myth and
assist understanding. Possibly the oldest ceremony are draped onto the astronomical
written story known, from at least 3000 BC, is cycles. The more exactly this is done, the
the Sumerian myth of Inanna and Erishkegal. more powerful throughout history, if the
There are many current iriterpretations of this longevity and influence of thiS is seen as
ancient story currently circulatinq.?" Inspired proof.
by the work of Clyde Hostetter?" here is the However, new myths and ceremonies must
Shamanic Astrology version beginning with a be developed, as the details ofthe "As Above,
brief synopsis of the story. So Below,· change over time; For example,

lnanna, the Queen,begins a journey to the because of precession (in this case,of the
underworld to see her sister Erishkegal and to solstices and equinoxes due to the tilt and
attend the funeral of Gugallana, lord of the wobble of the earth) Mercury and Venus no
underworld.lnnanapasses through seven longer conjoin as they did in 3000 BCE, just
gates before arriving in the underworld. At after Venus' heliacal rising in the east and
each gat~,lnanna has. to give up somethmq west. Also, now when Venus rises near the
important, a badge of .office, robe, crown, Spring Equinox, no longer is it the Bull that is
jewelry,ete. .. Naked and powerless after dying in the west aftersunset, but instead,
passinqthrough theseventhgate,she is killed the constellation of Pisces.
and skewered onaspit Ninshubar, lnanna's The details and backdrop of the myth (i.e.
assistant,amulgesforher ..resurrection, in Venus-Mercury encounters, the constellation
part; by means of§Omysterious sprinklings .:in the underworld, etc.) change over time.
ofbread ~nd wate£.<Innana then ascends, in However, the overall 584 day Venus synodic
reverse order, thnlughthe same seven gates cycle, with its 260-60-260-(7 or 8) pulse beat,
where hei'vestmentSareteturned. and seven distinct conjunctions with the Moon

Thisbrief sketch of the story, corresponds in the morning and evening sky, the regular
directly with the detaitso!' the astronomy of patterns of brightness and elongation, and so
the Venus synodic cycle circa 3000 BCE. on, remain constant.
Inanna is Venus. The seven gates are the Chart two describes the current Venus 584
Venus-Moonconjunctions in the morning and day synodic cycle, incorporating some of the
evening skies. At that time in Mesopotamia, structural details of the Inanna myth. Its on
most travel betweencities was by boat, via a us to re-imagethe details, once the structure
multitude of canals. The tiny crescent Moon is understood. Otherwise, without an organic
each month, conjoining Venus, can be connection to the actual As Above, So Below,
perceived as a silver boat meeting the Queen cultural mythmaking and archetypal language
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have little depth arid power. This suggested
structure for the yenus· synodic cycle i~
offered as an ·aid.·for.< research and
developmentof a ne\ll.c~.lwralmythos.

Suggested PractiFalApplicatjons
The full spectrumuse of mythological and

psychological archetypes helps to counteract
the stifling effect of hierarchical patriarchy on
creativity, individuation, and freedom. After
all, how can there be freedom unless as many
of the possible possibilities are. known and
encouraged?

As a bridge betweena more ancient world
view (mytho-shamanistic) and modern
psychology(most clearly and comprehensively
developed by western transpersonal
astrology), the use of archetypes provides
direct access to the 584 day Venus synodic
cycle in powerful and useful ways.

The Overtone Venus
When Venus rises heliacally in the east to

begin her cycle, the sign becomes the overtone
of the entire cycle. The intent of the cycle, as
a whole is the successful integration of that
particular version of the feminine, of the
Goddess, into the collective psyche of
humanity. Collectively, the ·World Venus"
synodic·cycle, by its overtone sign, becomes
the general feminine principal that all of
humanit;i acts.out.

. ··Thosewho have their personal Venus
position in the same sign as the currently
active overtoneVenus, are clearly on the front
lines. For example, the current 584 day
synodic cycle began in June, 1996when Venus
rose heliacally in Gemini, so those with natal
Venus in Gemini are especially activated. For
those who are in an eight year multiple (age
24, 32, 40, 48, 56 and so on) this is an
indicator of even .greater power and
signfficance,as this is their Venus return year
and when the celestial drama of Venus very
nearly matches the one occurring at the time
of theirbirth .

. Taking this a step further, those born
within a few days of June 17, 1964, 1972,
1980, 1988 etcetra are experiencing a near
exact recapitulation of the original intent of
their Venus position at birth. The true
significance and power of the eight year Venus
return should now be clear.

Finding the Overtone Venus
On every birthchart, Venusexists within the

greatercontext of the synodic cycle. The first
step in understanding the intent of Venus
within this wider frame, is to discover the
overtone. This is done by first finding the
retrograde of Venusbefore birth, then locating
the interior conjunction of Venusand the Sun,
and finally locating the date four to six days



later when Venushas moved ten degreesaway cr~ a 'Rafr'IIfulI,m,;rthos, is to gain These threeJU(four) retrograde phase all
from the Sun, which marks heliacal risirig",Jtsfaf!ii!~,?~·"f '@i:. e str~~wre of the synodic have tremendouf'ydifferent connotations
sign is the overtone for the next .584~a)'s..{;jcl~'· "manicpersRective. when placed in the.\I(Wer.con.text. I encourage
(See table. threeendbfpa~\l)lr .. ·'·~~ff~~~~d~ you to experimentf9!iQre.~~/theshackles of
Venus isretrogradeigefore;tf'e~ljr:te~nthgfthe population old habits to see\whafgmight else be
then its,.at the,;y~.er.l!!{RiL··.. I.Gsvgns tade.\Vefius.is retrograde the discovered. . , .•... ,
overtone;jfaftef;~rli.~catfy.~%~.'· .teas;,)mlmnefi,:of" days (jfall the planets, Elongation AndThe. MoprlConjunct
first energies ofilflP'ft1J ~1~~1Ild"g~grany aver~~i{lg 4lr~trograde days out of Venus Phase'
archetype. ,../'.\> .•....•'.,.'<. theimtire 584day cycle. This rarity increases Additional themes for research ..include

Ifthe~jgn of;tn.e}~atatt(l~~l~lscU)~~jilan itsii:signific~~cecoll}pared· to other tracking the number of degrees between
the.6lJ~~qn~(a~i~tiS~~Hri~~ii~;.lJle~"ing,. ,retrogrades. Within theconte#of the 584 day Venus and the Sun. IJ.eelthere are
and···fynqJ~n·is;s~naS·(liSHbset{)tithe ... cycle, I am proposing a radical. new way of potentially distinct differences between Venus
overt0re.iThis ~~.~notll}eanthe overtone examining the .Venus retrograde cycle.*'9 At when she is more than 40 degrees'from the
has p(ioIiiy(jtgf~terpower,.blit certainly least three different kinds of retrograde can Sun and Venus conjunct the Sun or so close
adds essential. otherWiseunavailable clues as be imagined. to the.Sunshenever escapes the glow of
to thepersonahlllYthos.For example, a 1. Evening star Venus from start of dawn or dusk twilight A good way to orient
wOlTlen(!'ithvenusln Scorpio and overtone of retrograde to interior conjunction. Duration is this iSjibYdetennining a Venus position
AqUaTiuswould.haveamuch harder time fully about three weeks. This is the end of the relative.to.Jneiclosest Venus, Moon
becoming cOInf()rtable with Scorpio, as the previousovertone. On on~handilis the most conjunction; In other words, what number
personal intent oithe feminine principal; than mature and developed phase of theovertone, (one through severl)is the Venus, Moon
if her overtime was also Scorpio. Check the but it is also an. inwardly,. turning conjunction closestto for the Venus position
tables,find your overtone, compare with the reorientation; as death and rebirth into a new you aretracking~ . This helps to determine
listed arChetypaldescriptions and then see if archetype is eminent. A useful analogy is that how far into the 260 day morning or evening
it works. (See pages9 and 10) of the time when an archer pulls back a bow, journey Venus has progressed. The sign of

Morning Star Venus Versus building tension to the release point. Another the Venus, Moon conjunction, as a subset of
Evening Star Venus possible analogy is similar to the renunciate the overtone, describes a process of

Remnantsof an ancient use of the synodic phase of life described by the views of development, or of a descent and ascent
cycle of Venus can still be found in modern classical India. . (when the Innana story is projected onto the
astrology. Some astrologers, Rudhyar having 2. Disappearance below the horizon.tie. s'yriodiccycle). This, also, coincides with the
the greatest influence, made the distinction underworld) surrounding interior conjunciion. projectionol the seven chakras onto the
between so called Venus "Lucifer" (meaning The duration is astronomically averaged by·lnnanamyth.Checkitout and see what you
bringer of light) as morning star, and Venus adding the number of days that Venus is come up with.
"Hesperus" (meaning western) as evening within a ten degree orb of interior conjunction. Further Possibilities
star.?" Rudyhar's view was that Venus Lucifer A strict visual method derives a figure of as The Grolier Coder'" describes a highly
has a "quality of feeling of adolescence."An little as one day to as long as 20 days. sophisticated astrological, ethno-astronomical
individual feels they must act, running Ceremonially, the duration has always been system, making modern astrology's
impetuously ahead of the self. Whatever the seven or eight days. This time period seems understanding of Venus amateurish and
sign of Venus, if a morning star then simply related to the medieval concepts of "combust" superficial. So much work and research is
add Aries to it, or action before reflection. and "in-the-beams." For practical chart neened;: from the shamanlc astrology
Interestingly, some ancient mythiCapproaches analYSiS,the ten degree method works; for perspective, it is difficult to even begin to
perceived morning star Venus as a War ceremonial purposes, the other two investigate features like the distinction
Goddesswith battle and sacrifices timed with approacheshavetheir respective merits. between Venus appearances in the four
heliacal risinq.?" This is a most mysterious of times, when seasons, much less how to distinguish

Venus Hesperus, on the other hand, the mutation-transformation .into the new between the five different Venus lemniscapes
indicated a tyPe of judgemen~ emotion or Goddess archetype actually takes place. At (horns of the pentacle) through the seasons
feeling resulting from an action having been this point in the research, I am unclear over time. Speculanonensts that this four
performed. Theoretically this tsseen as a whether to measure Venus' time in the times five (which ...equals 20 sets of
more emotionally mature Venus with the underworld from interior conjunction to possibilities) is one of the inspirations for the

.wisdom of experience. For an interpr.etation, heliacal rise, or actually to use. the entire Mayan 20 day signs. The challenge now is to
whatever the sign {)fVenus, if itis an evening disappearance time. My sense is that further relate this to western astrology with modern
star, then add .Virgo to the archetype. research : might show ··a fourthdistirict . psychologicalarchetypes. . . .
Correspondingly, ancient mythologies saw the retrograde phase. . Return Cycles
Hesperus Venus as a love Goddess, more· 3. From heliacal risingta VeniJsstationary .. The sacred eight year cycle of Venus, the
peaceful and much more like modern Taurus, direct. This duration is about two weeks,'and basis of the Venus return,. built on the
Libra connotations. is the brightes~closest and most dramatic of foundation of five synodic cycles, comprises

This approachworkswell as far as it goes, the phases, representing the actual visible the essenceof the Venus mysterieS. We have
but the feeling is strongly present that these 'incarnation," or birth of the. new archetype. speculated on the use of the 584 day synodic
are incomplete remnants of adetailed earlier This time period perceptually represents the cycle, now let's take a closer look at the
knowledge. The best way to retrieve the youthful, impetuous war goddess flushed with practical applications of the return cycle.
details of elder lore, and to be in a position to strength. page 4



':~JI¥;," ,
On a personal level.of chart inE",pr~tf:ijt§Ci'~~ v.'Om~~>cConversely,a man with

currently rate very high,Cnear or a~.:t~::;.~'"-:: ajJricorn,lNho for various reasons,
the list of the mostilJ1pgrtB~:'::g6'7}/Te ;,committed to a relationship, finally
planetary returncycfes.*,";;r=;:=Jt~;;;~-,,~uJFand finds a mature, grounded,
returns. are in~r~il:l~Y\n,:rl;it mengage in relationship with him. At
counseling,x.~~igh,er.oStave, the Venus return for men has

T~e>chalt*~~~it':~OtbingtOdowith these external relationship
return.symbqH~1 ;~f/interi·. ..'proj~tion~iRather, its the most potent time
relatllre.to ve~i1~..,~'.? eu.el~ytJ'ears:fo.rsacred marriage work, which is the
You malwan.llJ:~'f:fSiti Jslrj'JJufs~If..lfdeveloprTlent of, and taking responsibility for,
you are.in th.g Yea,rXft. ienusreturn(or go hisianer connection to his feminine side.
back and 10ok;pyourJast Venussynodfc The Cultural Venus Return
return), check the asjJ.eets to Venu'sfirstThis When archetypes are applied, the
greatly.helps to sefpriorities in interpretation. precession of the Venus synodic cycle 2.34
For example, Pluto square, Venus during a days earlier each eight years, has interesting
return year nas-qreater importance than at speculative repercussions culturally. It takes
other times. This is because the return 104years for one horn (the lemniscape) of the
indicates.the intent of the original Venus Venus pentacle to move through an entire
archetype 'is at maximum strength for sign. For example, the most recent Scorpio
powerful manifestation. Therefore, the chaotic Age, relative to the Venus synodic cycle,
powerlessnessof the Pluto transit is felt more began in 1922 and lasts until 2026, (See table
acutely, especially if this area has been below) The distribution of Venus archetypes
seriously repressed. among the signs,is equal when examining the

I've noticed that the age 40 Venus return is entire1248year Venuscycle: However,wlthin
incredibly important for several reasons. any chosen 104 yearcyqle by'sign, the
First, five and eight are the sacred numbers distribution is far from equal. It is interesting
for Venus, and when multiplied five times to note that in the current V~nliSI:Sc()rpioage,
eight equal 40. There is also a confluence of three signs dominate, seveh rriakeastrong
other generational. cycles; like the 20 year showing, while five seldom! ifever,showup
Mercury return, and the mid-life crisis cycles at all.
of Uranus and Neptunethat often occur at this
time. Women who have not sufficiently
expressedthe intent of their natal Venus and
itsovertone find this is especially significant,
because age 40 is when it explodes into
manifestation. For example, a woman age 40
with Venus in Cancer, who, for a variety of
possible reasons has not had a child, would
feel compelled to do something about that. In
this case, the feeling of a ticking biological
nme-ctock.ts archetypal and personal, not a
cultural projection: Contrast this with a
woman who has Venusin Sagittarius; who, for
a variety of reasons has spent the last twenty
years or so primarily ill the role of wife and
mother. At age40 she may feel driven to take
space, have an independentadventure, or give
special emphasis to her spiritual path and
quest for meaning.

For men, the Venus return includes the
rebirth of the connection to the "anima", or
inner feminine, and the sacred marriage.
Here, his anima is experiencedas a source of
inspiration and creativity. Only one version of
this involves the projection onto an external
woman. However, for many, this does work
that way. For example, a man, age 40, with
Venus in Gemini, who has been in a
householder relationship for twenty years,
may suddenly have an affair with a younger

104 Year' .

Cultural Venus ReturnCycle
For Scorpio Ai'chetype

Dee 1, 1922-0ct29, 2926

During this 104 years time period
Venus has .65H~liacal Risings.
The following is a breakdown of
the number of times Venus rises in
each of these signs over this
particu lar 104 year time span.

Sign
Scorpio
Aries
Gemini
Aquarius
Capricorn
Leo
Cancer
Pisces

# of Helical Risings
13
13
9
7
6
6
4
1

Dee 1, 1922 Venus rose heliaeally
just within 30 degrees Scorpio.
Oct 29, 2026 Venus rises
heliiaeally just within 30 degrees
Libra.
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Is it a cOincid_~D~e-thatthe top thre
archetypes showinllHPinow, (Scorpio,>~ries,
and Gemini) are non-tr'?ditiofialarchetypes of
the feminine? Whataboutithe fact'thftsii of
the top seven dominantverSions.gfthe
feminine incarnating,·atthistime;(With •..the
possible exception of Capricorn,} when
manifesting in their strength, operate against
the grain of hierarchical patriarchy?These are
amazing clues for understandingculfural
histery.and how and why it changesover time.

Ceremonial Applications
Ceremonial and mythic participation is

centrarto ShamanicAstrology. The use of the
.'synodiccyde and<eight year return cycle,
personally and collectiliely is bound to inspire
innovati"e myth:rnaking. .The first step is
understanding'the structural foundation of
how it Works. .....Next,· connect to your own
VenuscycIe, and tune in to the actual visual
danceof Venus in .the sky. Then use the map
of the Venus cyclethat is currently unfolding
(Seepage 8). Ceremonially observe when
Venus rises heliacally and when it sets or
sinksintothe underworld. In addition, watch
Venus in the sky and note when she reaches
her highest point and when she is the
brightest Be aware of, and watch for, the
seven Venus conjunctions with the Moon in
the morning and evening skies. These
conjunctions are worth seeing, if purely for
the aesthetics. Learn to feel the retrograde
cycle by visually observing the change in
motion or the standstill effect, when Venus .
enjoys the same location for many nights in a
row. Consider the re-introduction of the
sacred eight year cycle into the culture,
starting with your friends and community.
Venus rising near Winter or Summer Solstice
may have more priority in the current era,
than the Spring Equinox rising the Sumerians
honored.

Summary
The '.diminished connection to, and

understanding of, these observable, earth
centered,synodic, planetary cycles has been a
great loss to astrology. What has nearly been
forgotten is the organic mechanism through
which the inherited traditional meanings used
today were originally derived. A reconnection
to this tangible reality, the great As Above, So
Below, can serve as the foundation necessary
for the inspiration and imagination required to
develop the new mythos at the Turning Of The
Ages, and for cognition of emerging
archetypes. Then astrologers can powerfully
participate in the great project of "dreaming
the dream onwards."*22



NOTES.AND.••~EfERENCESi/(\\i/C
1, Described/aWisu.gh/byl~~ri¥l~~r~
American Sbamaq>pfJine . ,tti~ijnal
friend••.andcoll~.<lgueWtlt~
2. From the JenG
and TheLeadi
3.<AP9raJe cal
astroph{}$Y .iMpired
bY/f(Ud(Jt through
the works finafiDavidson
who1jfllrlmagination
aii£1Ja3chilTlSchultz who
wr f!HYthm§OfThe Stars.
4./1T;...... =»: .•.. J~.(feWah'oo•..also appears
iI1T/Jgi~tlI1l1I!1ipi ~trology Handbook, by

·~anj~~§ipl1lappaMCarolyn Brent.
~.~i~pe;PlfJjectHindsight I have discovered
othecf,/more.extensive, planetary period
iniormation,most.notably from Movement
AnqRhythmsOfTheStarsby Joachim Schultz,
p3ge225./$ome of the planetary data is
adapted from his work.
6. In this paradigm, archetypal masculine is
defined by fire and air: archetypal feminine by
waterandiearth. A masculine journey begins
intheorganic, incarnate realms of water and
earth up and out towards air and fire,
detached thought, and creative logos. Its a
journey Jowardspure consciousness, and "off
thewheel."

The.>feOlininearchetypal journey begins in
consciousness and spirit and then enters into
theorganici.[ealms·.of earth and water,
sensationandfe!)Hng, ever deeper into
density.. The>inter-relatedness of these
principalsisreveal!)dbystories like the quest
for the graiL In . this >mythic telling an
idealisticyouth,leaves the women and
homelandbehind1embarking on the quest for
the grail (a. holy.cupfil/ed with blood). The
grail represents the return to the feminine
after journeying farthest from it. It's clear that
gender has no claim to. archetypal masculine
or feminine: Many.>men are working on
archetypalfemininexmysteries and many
women are working on archetypal masculine
mysteries.

Additionally, Venus is seen·as the primary
astrological symbol for>thefeminine
archetypes, Mars for the masculine. Part two
explores this issuefurther. The Moon and
Sun,which certainly can easily be. used as
symbols of polarity, are not seen here as
having any connection to .male or female
gender or their archetypes and expression.
The Moon is a symbol of lineage, including
potenti.allyaH 24 archetypes. The Sun
symbolizes the fuel and food empowering all
the archetypes.

71;1l.eHacalrise, whether in the morning or
et(~ningsky, is when a planet or star is first
~egnafter having been invisible because of
thtluearness to the' Sun. In this article, the
focus is 'on the morning heliacal rise of Venus,
due to its primacy shamanically. This is a
much more dramatic and dominant event than
the much dimmer and more distant heliacal
evening rising of Venus.
8. Following the suggestion of Norman
Davidson, I employ the use of "interior"
conjunction for the usual phrase of "inferior";
and the use of "exterior" conjunction instead
of "superior", Not only does this eliminate
words with connetationsofjudqmem, but also
helps me to remember more easily which one
is which! Interior is the inside track between
the Sun and Earth. Exterior ..is when the
planet swings beyondJhe Sun, farther from
Earth.
9. Throughout history,traditional cultures
frequently use idealized numbers for
ceremony. This is reminiscent of Robert
Hands comment at Project Hindsight when he
suggested that the power and workability of
astrology is not increased by sophisticated
computing or even the knowledge of precise
astronomical cycles, but rather a reduction to
simple whole idealized numbers.
10. Anthony Aveni and other
archaeo-astrononmers use 50 days.
IIJterestingly, the Meso-Americans used 90,of
course, they lived in jungles. In Mesopotamia
the landscapewas mainly desert or.flat plain,
and they used 60 days.
11. As described by Peter Tomkins, Mysteries
of the Mexican Pyramids, Harper and Row,
1976 (pg 294-295) there exists the Grolier
codex otthe Mayans. This is a perpetual
Venus calendar of 845 synodic cycles eq.ualing
1352 years, the one extra cycle beyond the 780
synodic journeys. of 1248 years to make it
truly perpetual. The codex ascribes
uniqueness to each of the five horns of the
pentacle throughout the four seasons.
According the Charles H. Lacombe, "This
ancient Mayan document must rank among
the supreme intellectual achievements of
human history." I concur.
12. Thomas Worthen's book, The. Myth of
R.eplacement, is a truly remarkable
scholarship, updating Hamlet's Mill (by ,
author's Giorgio de Santillana and Hertha Von
Dschend) . thesis that the precession of the
equinoxes is the primary inspiration for many
of the mythic stories of humanity. The under
recognized work of Hertha Von Decnend,
mostly untranslated into English, also needs
to be mentioned, as she is the source of the
thesis of Hamlet's Mill. The only writer, I have

f£Ilfri1,i~bflseem~!6o/.k90WOf her is William
Irwin~~(IVln(}J{?appears in part two of
thisW{ir/t
13.
andorle
Descent
14 and <1
Hawaii,
16; Agatn'~H~i[J.escent to
the Goddess p~~~fI1.Uy.
17.Dan~/Rui~l~gica.lii$tudy of
Psychological lexesi/and.· .••.Emotional
Problerns,.196£iii[\i2/ix<tF/c/>ii
18.•...The·.••~ay~ns.T~77JOhniP(lrlson,.·· •••Venus
regulated•••.•••w.arf~re.na.n~·.··Ritual.SaC{ifice In
Meso-America,.lQ@l<·~yaHable ...•from.•· .The
Center ForArchel}"?~~09omy,
19. And aJsoaltrgtfRgradgcycles. From the
shamanic perspectiveOf.theEarthcentered
observer, it is greatly significant that the
retrograde cycleia1waysoccurs when the
planet isbrightesy .closest and most
prominent. (Mars through Pluto are all
visible for the greatest number of hours a
night while retrograde).
20. See note 11.
21.1 am now using the larger list, as
described in table number one.
22.Attributed .to. CJ.Jl1ng.
Other sources include these publications:
Archae()as.tronomy,TheJournal Of The Center
For Archaeoastronomy, Astronomy, Sky And
Telescope
Ed Krupp, Echoes Of The Ancient Skies and
Beyond TheBlueHorizon .
RayWilliamson, Living TheSky
Richard Allen, Star Names, Their Lore and
Meaning
Tony Aveni, Empires Of Time And
Conversations With ThePlam~ts

it~.bppkon this subject
is$yl)lia Perrera's book
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FIGURE J
HELIACAL RISES

1990-2012
II of the pentacle)



······;OF
SIGN

2SII
23 II
21 II

"from 0
29"from0
09"from0

17, 1996
02, 1996

16II
11 II

WHEREVE~USfS

.7~ Oay'Oisappearance

1.Jul
2.Aug
3.Sep
4.0et
S.Nov
6.Dee
7.Jan

? 8.Feb

100from0c
29°from0

12, 1996 14 II 36"from0
09, 1996 02~ 44"from0
OS, 1996 01 n. 4Sofrom0
08, 1996 061tf 40ofrom0
OS, 1996 12!l 2Sofrom0
OS, 1996 19 m. 2Tfrom0
07, 1997 . 26 ;r 1S"from0
06,1997 08~ 14°from0

21, 1997 21 ~ Ogofrom0
01, 1997 11 'T'
12, 1997 01 II 10"from0

07, 1997 03~ 1Tfrom0
06, 1997 09 n. 26"from0
06, 1997 151tf .32"from0
as, 1997 22 .n 39°from0
OS, 1997 27m. 44°from0
04, 1997 29,(1 4Sofrom0
03, 1997 2519 44"from0
31, 1997 ose 24"from0

.. -... -...-,_ .. __ .:.- .. -:'

venU~Ris~ppe41r;s#I"()IilMorning Sky Feb
venH~~~ri9LC()m~nction With Sun Apr
Venl.ls<Ri?~?·JI1~Y~l1ingSky May

.'VeflUsiRetrievesS~yehGarments
(7X'sVellusOMooI1Eyening Sky)
.Art AdditiOnal V~nus Moon Conjunc;ti(:in B:0~$ible

1.Jun
2.Jul
3.Aug
4.Sep
5.0et
6.Nov
r.oec

? 8.Dec

"260 Days"
As

Morning Star

"60 Days"
In

Underworld

"260 Days"
As

Evening Star

Retrograde Begins Dec 26. 1997
Venus Disappears From Evening Sky Jan 10, 1998
Interior Conjunction With Sun Jan 16, 1998

04'~
2919
2719

3 O'fro m0
()9°from0 7-8 Day Disappearance

Heliacal Rising
Venus Resumes Direct Motion

Jan 23. 1998
Feb as, 1998

2219
1815

100from0
2Sofroni0

NEW CYCLE OF ARCHETYPAL INTEGRATION BEGINS FOR CAPRICORN

Key to symbols: T Aries, tJ Taurus, II Gemini, ~ Cancer, n. Leo, n:r Virgo, .n Libra, m. Scorpio,
,(I Sagittarius, 15 Capricorn, ~ Aquarius, )( Pisces, 0 Sun, 0 conjunct,

Official Material Of The Harbingers Of The Turning Of The Ages@ by Daniel Giamario 1!996 Designed by Carolyn Brent
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SIGN
ARIES

TAURUS
GEMINI

CANCER

LEO

VIRGO

LIBRA

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS

PISCES

THE GQPPESSES
THE ARCHt""I"YPESAN[)lnnAGES OF THE SIGNS

'f1<)R THEEEMININE
.-:,-~-- .

ARCHETYf».E~.JM~GiN[)(;pDDESSES FOR THE FEMININE
Wild womaniAt6h· .......?menVYhoRun With The Wolves," Virgin Amazon,
Warrior\N9.fTl.~n. ThE?!I.}~Boy, JoapOf Arc, The Goddess: Artemis (Diana)
Aphrodite,The oveC>'l"h~9purtesarl,The Artist, Musician, Dancer, Model
The Etem~JYouth, Th~f7~male Peter Pan, The Divine Comedienne,
Coyote/SnapeShifter. The Entertainer Connected To Their Creative Muse
The 'GteafM9ffiet'filH;efNurtiJririgAspects, The Woman Primarily Connected
To Heryr?f!,Tribe, Or fa,mfl'y, Serious And Responsible Giving Of Love To

.-proge~~/.'()r·~eeds· Ul}til~aturityls Reached
The Leadjflfl;""om~n."[nrP.rnazonQueen, The Star, Women Who Lead
With9Pont(iJ)~{)~~~ft~Qq:.\Nho H(ive A Tremendous Amount Of Self-Love
The Higt'1Pcrj.7*~$$.B~.f9it7~·.roThe Sacr~d Work, Spider 'Woman
The GO(jd~.: HesttCiQ.!r*a), Dell1eter (Ceres)
The Wifet1"ll,e Partn;e.EV\l.().men Who S.ee Relationship Itself As The Path To (30d,
TheG?dc.f~~: Hera (Jllno ), Athena (Cognitive Aspect) . .. ..
The son:;~~WftCh~T:heT,mtrika, The Mistress of Magic, The Goddesses: Kali,
Pele,He~~,"(;retan Snake Goddess
The Vislo;rtguest Ahlazpnln·Search 9fSpirituai Truth And The Meaning Of Life,
The AdVeh!ljrer, TheTrail.mate
The C7.ntr(ifVVoman,8lJe~nBee, TheMCitriarch Herself, The Business Woman
In Re~P9fI~ibI7ComrnafldQfHerOomain; The Counselor, The Elder
The;i.YClflt-~ClrgeBev()lutionary, The Female Avatar, The GrandExperimenter,
The C()§Ti.8i\{i::;ioriary, The Lover Of The DevicKingdoms, Goddess Of Democracy
The Emp~!tlic'W()man,The Nurse, The Boddhisattva, The Mystical Dreamer

SIGN
ARIES

TAURUS
GEMINI

CANCER

LEO
VIRGO

LIBRA
SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS
CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS

PISCES

THE GODS
THE ARCHETYPES AND IMAGES OF THE SIGNS

····FORTHE MASCULINE PRINICIPLE

ARCHETYPES,; IMAGES, AND GODS FOR THE MASCULINE
The Rugged Individualist, AggressivePlay, Spontaneous, Willful, Self-Centered
Boy With The Toys, The Warrior/Competitor
The Lover, Intimacy Expert, Pleasure Lover, Dancer, Artist, Model, Musician
The Trickster Magician, The Troubad6u{Minstrel, The Court Jester, The Coyote,
The Fool, The ShapeShifter, The Information Networker, Hermes (Mercury), Loki
The Good Father And Family Man, The Nurturer, The Protector, Identity Based
On Giving Love From Responsibility And Commitment
The King Archetype, TheBorn Leader, The Leading Man, Zeus (Jupiter), Apollo
The Priest Dedicated To The Sacr~dWork Or Craft,The Servant Of The Goddess,
The Gods: Hephaestus (Vulcan)
The Husband.The Partner, The Peacemaker, The Diplomat
The Sorcerer Magician, The King-:-Stag, The Horned-God, Pan, The Green
Man, The Gods: Pluto, Hades, Cemonoss .
The Hero's Quest, The Solar Heroes, The Vision Quester, The Philospher-Pioneer
The Elder, The Prime Minister, The Lawgiver, The Responsible Elder And Good
Provider, The Practical Business Man; The Exiled Scapegoat .
The Cosmic Visionary, The Idealistic SCientist, The Universal Free-Spirit,
The Avant-Garde Revolutionary, The Meditator Seeking T6 Ascend
The Empath, The Boddhisattva, Deep Mysfical Vision, The Rapture Of Transcendental Union,
The God Dionysus

Official Material nf The Ho:truingen; Of The Turning Or Tbe Ages Approvec1 hy Daniel Giamario De:-ignc,1 by Carotyn Brent •.~Daniel Giamario 1995 All Right..• Re:rcrve41
. ••• •••••••••••••••••••• 1 ••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••
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VENUS ARCHETYPAL INl:EG~ATION CYCLES\i'?i
The Journey of Archetypal Rebirth-at Heliacal Rising

Approximate Date And Sign Of Heliacal Rising Calculating 10 DegeesFromThe Sun

Heliacal Rising
Jul 14, 1900' .
Feb 21, 1902
Sep 24,1903
May 04,1905
Dee 07,1906
Jul 12,1908
Feb 19, 1910
Sep 22,1911
May 01,1913
Dee 04,1914
Jul 10, 1916
Feb 16,1918
Apr 29,1921
Dee 01,1922
Jul 08,1924
Feb 14,1926
Sep 17,1927
Apr 27,1929
Nov 29,1930
Jul 06,1932
Feb 11, 1934
Sep 14,1935
Apr 24,1937
Nov 26,1938

Sign
12 ~
21 ~
20 n:r
02 ~
03 ,If
10 ~
19 ~
18 Itf
00 ~
01 ,If

08·.~
17 ~
28 'T' shift
29 m. shift
05~
14 ;:z
13 Itf
26 'T'
26 I1t
03 ~
12 ~
11 n:r
24 'T'
24 I1t

Heliacal Rising Sign
Jul 03.194(} 01 ~
Feb 09,1942 09i~ ..••
Sep 12. 1943 09. 11:1'
Apt '22. 1945 22 l'
Nav 24, . .1:94£ 21JtL
JuL. 24,.j948 ..•..• • 29:Iishift
Feb 07, 1950 . 01 ;:z

! ". Sep 11l.'1951 ··.·Q7,1tf
Apr 2O.19~ '19. l' .
Nay 21. '1~54 ...........;/J9rn.
.~~ ~::J$~/::·ii;~~~
Sep 08, 1$59v • ·····(.04 n:r
Apr17, 195117'T'
Nov 19, 1962 17 In:
Jun 26, 1964 25 n
Feb 02; 1966 03 ~
Sep 06, 1967 21 n:r
Apr 15, 1969 15 'T'
Nov 16, 1970 15 m.
Jun 24, 1972 23 n
Jan 30, 1974 00 ~
Sep 03, 1975 29 en shift
conjunct Regulus

Heliacal Rising Sign
Apr 13, 197713'· 'T'
Nav 14, 197812m.
Jun 22, 1980 21 IT
Jan 28. 1982 28"1'5shift
Aug 31, 1983 28 en
<J Regulus within one degree
Apr 10, 1985 11 'T'
Nov 12, 1986 09 I1t
Jun20. 1988 19 IT
Jan 25, 1990 25 l'3
Aug 28,1991 26 en
Apr' 06,1993 09 'T'
NoV 09, 1994 In.
Juri 17,1996 16 JI
Jah 23; 1998 231'5
Aug27, 1999 24. en
Apr 05, 2001 06 'T'
Nov 07, 2002 05 In.
.Jun 14, 2004 15 IT
Jan 20, 2006 20 1'5
Aug 25, 2007 22 en
Apr 03, 2009 04 'T'
Nav OS, 2010 02 m.
Jun 12, 2012 12 IT

MARS ARCHETYPAL INTEGRATION CYCLES
HEROIC JOURNEY OR WARRIOR'S QUEST

These Are The Dates Mars Rises In The East At Sunset

Mars cP Sun Sign MarscP Sun Sign Mars cP Sun Sign
Mar 29,1903 08 n Jul 22, 1939 :29 13 Dee 15, 1975 23 IT
May 09, 1905 18 m. Oet 11,1941 '17 l' Jan 22, 19"78 02 d/.
Jul 07, 1907 14 'l3' Dee 06,1943 '13 II Feb 25, 1980 06 Itf
Sep 24,1909 01 r Jan 14,1946 24 ~ Apr 01, 1982 11 n
Nov 25,1911 02 IT Feb 17,.1948 28·d/. May 11, 1984 21 m.
Jan 06, 1914 15 ~ Mar 23,1950 02 n July 10, 1986 18 l3
Feb 10,1916 20 dl May 01,1952 11 m. Sep 28, 1988 06 l'
Mar 15,1918 24 Itf Jun 25, 1954 03 l3 Nov 28, 1990 06 II
Apr 21,1920 01 m. Sep 11, 1956 .19 )( Jan 08, 1993 18 er--..D

Jun 10, 1922 19 Il' Nov 16, 1958 24 ~ Feb 12, 1995 23 dl
Aug 24,1924 00 )( Dee 30; 1960 09 ~ Mar 17, 1997 27 Itf
Nov 04,1926 11 ~ Feb 04, 1963 15 dl Apr 25,1999 04 m.
Dee 22,1928 29 n Mar 09, 1965 19 Itf Jun 13, 2001 23 Il'
Jan 27, 1931 07 dl Apr 15, 1967 25 .n Aug 29, 2003 05 )(
Mar 02. 1933 11 Itf May 31,1969 10 Il' Nov 07, 2005 :15 ~
Apr 06, 1935 16 .0. Aug 10,1971 17 ~. 'Dee 25, 2007 03 ~
May 20,1937 29 m. Oet 25, 1973 02.'6· Jan 30, 2010 10 dl

Official Material Of The Harbingers Of The Turning Of The Ages 19By Daniel Giamario 1997 Designed by Carolyn Brent
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visually highlighting that stellar region. This
is the only time in the Mars cycle that fulfills
the shamanic criterion of brightest, closest,
retrograde; ...•and most visibly . dramatic,
Hence, frondhisperspective, the Mars cycle
begins when it reaches exact opposition to
the Sun,

The 26 Month Synodic Cycle
Scientists measure the Mars synodic cycle

as an average of 779.94 days (see table
above). Unlike· Venus, which .has a near
perfect . orbital regularity, ...producing a
beautiful, inagical geometry of eight year
cvdes (described in Part One), the Mars cycle
is more· erratic, fluctuating between two

page 11

years, 34 days and two years, 80 days.*2
When beginning the Mars cycle at opposition
to the Sun (Mars rising in the east as the Sun
is setting in the west), the roughly 26 month
time frame displays a regular, repeating
series of phases, which like Venus, is
archetypal and unique. Thus, a~previously
discussed in Part One, neither Mars orVenus
cycles are comparable to the Sun/Moon
cycle, but rather have. their own . distinct
phases. The phases for Mars are as follows.

1. Opposition to Eastern Ouadrature (90
degree angle with Sun) Three to Threeand a
half months
Mars is ~eenhigherand higher at sunset in
the east,untilat quadrature Mars is directly
over head at sunset. Near the beginning of
this phase, the retrograde movement ends,
and Mars is brightest and closest. .

2. Eastern Ouadratureto HelfacalSettfng-
-Six to Seven Months
Mars slowly sinks lower and lower in the
west, as seen after . sunset, until it
disappears at dusk. The brightness of Mars
gradually fades. as it recedes from Earth,

3. Helfacalsetting toHelfa.calRising-Five
to Six Months
Mars is invisible at this time, too close to the
Sun to be seen. This is when Mars is "in the
underworld."

4. Heliacal·Rising to Western
Ouadrature-,Six to Seven Months
Mars, while quite dim,.appears before sunrise
about 15degr~es elevation, and slowly gains
altitude and brightness, until it is seen rising
in the east at midnight (or directly overhead
citdawn).

5. Western Ouadrature to
Opposition--Three to Three and a Half
Months.
Gaining in magnitude and dominance, Mars
rises earlier and earlier in the evening before
midnight, until again reaching the start of
another cycle, at opposition. Near the end of
this phase retrograde begins.

!
.,

.:~

!,

;
!,
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6. TheRetroqmde Phase" ...Gf.>;!tis'tar" q~~~S to cspture "White On a persOn>!'. feitel. the overtone
On average, the length of the retrogradefoo ~\ann (V:~~gsl.later we will examine archetype is cOlTlP~ed.to the, natal Mars.
phase is 74 days or two' and ah<i!f ,..........•....s, -fOOlhined VenuSlfv1arsmyth os. While the natal'NI~r~is a subset of the
This can actually varyfrom6R~~t~82itwni!e,iel~vant to the theme of the overtone, or apry~~~tits d~velopment; the
days. Thereisiaqua!itatWe"ii'taeoce .~~I'Jlt~r~'s jOlJrneyis Great Star's task to overtone is~o$.gg,Wi~~mormoreimportant.
between theretfg~tatl~·~~?f~;;~ii,ii>.· .:,t<!~n:specific "hard things" placed in Thei~divipu~!.:}n$~~+iSpfi~~filJldeSCribedby
opposition thatJ'II~JlI~if1ta!er" ' ·:';'l1i •.•~th•.bYWl1ite Star Woman, including a ··the.nawpositro,l1/~~~th~~knoWledgeof the

Tracking a~~l];~Ycle'S' ~p~.T>~erpent, and. subduing the four widercontexfp.r~W.~5~further insights and
page 19 detailsW~~en .unco~n1anding stars of the four quadrants, clues. . .: 2'X>
cycle ..beginning Vffth.tne .'idElotified with Sirius, Antares, Capella, and For<example'CI:l~parea natal Mars in
Mars oppositi?~~~. n.{t.~fo'gfades .Vega. This journey through the signs and Aquariuswith.ag~.Il:erovertone,. to. natal
are-included to sfiaw tne rr-..mmorrsbetween constellations is a perfect mythic expression Mars inAquarius'vvi~h.ariAquarian overtone.
cycles. . ...../ .. . of the warrior's journey, or hero's quest, Thepersonalinten~toicreate avent-qarde,

Mvthi~~i~tiG~¥i portraying As Above, So Below. This journey progres~i1te'i sgirlt~alor intellectual
The visible . . {sol/Mars; unlike is archetypally masculine, although certainly detachment,/.is·.e~sier and more

venus,ar~~I~l' •........ ,;~~~;~o\AJeSf(llof not restricted to the male·gender. straightforW~fq.~ithth~Aquarian overtone.
inclUdingther~~~a~~)"ste~c1iIymoving Link To Modern Psychological Archetypes With theCancerian overtone, the
fromthe'eastef1l",~riZc0~ .at s~nriseto the The use of ancient myth has a significant, development of detlichment comes out of a
western horizon:·a~·Stlllset. ..Also, unlike though limited part to play, due to the danger matrix of the feeling function and organic
Venus, ". relative.l~/ our 'ea~h-centered of cultural projection and stereotyping that experience, while the Aquarian overtone may

, observation, Ma~.~f1pes the.influence of limits the full spectrum knowledge of the have no connection to a feeling function at
the Sun . and th~?hOri~on, spending many masculine principle. The main value of these. all. One path is truly "heroic," the other,
weeks commanding the entire .night-These myths is to reanimate the ability to think and possibly, just an extreme development of its
qualitie~ coincig~vv.ith.thE!th~mes of warrior imagine mythically and archetypally. The own nature.
and hero'sque~. awakening and invigoration of that faculty, A further note is required on finding the

Marsas'warner~eroheglljsllisquest at together with, the' direct experience of the .' .overfoneWithregardtoretrogrades. If the
sunset, rising int~:\east, blood red, brilliant, cycle of the planetsandconste"ation~, natal. Mars is .•retrograde before the
flushed with stre.~~th.*~For neartyayear; creates conditions for producing a glohal, . opposition (phase five), then the overtone is
the warrior/herotraverses the evening sky, spiritual psychology that honors and the sign of the previous opposition. This
moving through as many as eight signs. Then stimulates freedom and individuality. To that unique placement> represents the most
over the next six months, or so, the quest end, the following applications are offered. comprehensive development of the previous
continues into the underworld, where the FindingThe Overtone Mars archetype, or its most mature stage, since it
hero "dies" or is "blinded" orsome.otherAswith Venus, the natal Mars position, has essentially completed its quest and is
similar experience. Then,<therebirthqf the' bysign~nd elongation from the Sun,exits .....preparing to begin another one. If the natal
warrior occurs when a visible, but dim Mars within the larger context of the 26 month . Mars is retrograde after the opposition
rises heliacally. Over the next nine months, Martian synodic cycle. The overtolle (phase one), it symbolizes the youthful,
the warrior/hero, having acquired greater archetype for the entire 26 month cycle is impetuous, reckless, and vigorous first flush
wisdom through his trials in the underworld, thesigQof Mars at opposition. The Mars of the new warrior/hero/god emerging at the
gains strength. Also, Mars continues to table on page 10 lists all the overtones from beginning of a quest.
integrate the wisdom gained from his 1901-2010. The Mars Return
previous experiences while traversing four or Each 26. month period represents, .on a The original inspiration for these articles
five more signs before " beginning a new collective level, the warrior's journey. This is included the discovery of the ancient use of a
quest, signaled by the next opposition with the "world Mars", or collective masculine 15 year Marscyc\e. This is the closest
the Sun. archetypeseekil1gexpre~sion in that time. approximation to a Mars return, roughly

Although there are nUmE!rOUS,beyond frame. During each joltJrney,the cultural andancilogol.lsto the eight year 'Venus return"
count, examples from every continent collective intent is to work with that specific cycle. Cueto the aforementioned eccentric
depicting Mars as the symbol for a warrior or archetype of maSCUlinityand then integrate nature of the Mars orbit; the perfect
hero, the Skidi Pawnee of Oklahoma and it ata deeper level, In this approach, all geometry that exist with Venus does not
Kansas .••4 are the best known example of a twelve versions of the warrior/hero are exists with Mars. (The table on page 11
culture that connected with the Mars cycle equally valid versions cf.the masculine and details the mathematics.) Every 15 years, or
using the warrior imagery with a direct, are appropriate to the archetype (see page PNery. seven synodic cycles, ,brings Mars
precise AsAbove, So Below correspondence. 9), Of course, depending on the culture, relatively close to any given starting point.
They perceived Mars as "Morning Star" and certain arechetvpes aremore favored and Unlike, Venus, which is only two days off
"Great Star," a celestial warrior. Partof understood than others. every eight years, Mars is more than 19 days
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unseen by the earth-based observer,~v~: ~>~~~'thoms'pierpe~iseves, blinding describe •.•••t~~;HP.i~.t.~ric~1 time frame
though Mars and 'Venus,mayconioin.~sl1J~ny ••/HeYianders alon~i~Jbr.d~r~ness for corresponding-.!e;t~~~urpose and agenda of
as thr-ee times in the undef\t/Orld.i.>......ths, until finaIlV..on~d~yhe hears the story .... /!~7§Org\ng,to Thompson's
(Astronomically, this is anert ·~·s voice .. Rapun~elrec.~~nizesher interpretation.<~~.frince·,and Rapunzel
conjunction of.yenusfrld tbe Sun it.. ... . ce!and rush~:Jo,el11lj[acehim. reunite int~e ••~p.~~~tim~when Venus rose
same time as Marsconfuncts the Sun.}~{ tears oflove and compassion . out of the unqe;~~r.ld.as th.~ morning star in
Mars risesi~theyastbef0resunriseto begfil', d eyes,i~6I"jngllisvision.. the constell~tigri(~f.Gemini with the twin
phase four, whileVenusl1lOVes towa{dl)g '....... unzelt9N§.!<.irl!ld()m~an:d stars of·C~st.qfc~Bd-p.ollu~. This occurred
eppearancein .thevvestern· sky.Thusln(J.t~e¥lrte.-' ~ _ att:r.<>,.... ....-;•...... during th~R~PAA:fP.f§qQ()AOOO BCEas the

. conjunctionoc4I1r¥inth~m6rning stcY,eith~. . . Tlr0Il1Psonbas - -" t .sr1s}W1J/!c .;) . age of Gemi~i.'edt?the age of Taurus.

~~;;;:g~;;st~~t:::::;~~:Odrt:::~:"::T::a;;:::./fiJJlliJiitllJ. ~~m:=:""t!rg;'lth~:,.:~~:.~
archetypes are skipped as participants in the pre.CopernicanWot!tlflieW;forin Venu:s,..~a~~;~~~y...991l..et~. served a definite
Great Sagas, before Venus and Mius a/l this ancient lore,'IIIeh~~ei;'~eef1.cu!tural<p~~Il.¥!iafit~llingthe story of the
resynchronize to again enact a Great Saga. moved back in time before modem,~iff,f~.~IlI;.?> -. 'h~l>f~llIi1y unit to the

Mythic Inspirations renaissanceastronomy....1fRapunzelis ·PTllto.typalpa...... ....• ?Il.:.""e see here a
Three mythic tales offer insight into the Venus, then Frau Gothel must be the further exampJ:{li~:!n~~n~!.?ryenus in Part

interplay of Venus and Mars from a Moonand the conjunctionof the two is One) of how ••'myth,syrnb~l\an·(rarchetype
mythoshamanistic perspective: including the a story, ...and of the other major change over time. AndV\lh'l new mythic
already mentioned Pawnee MarslWarrior heavenly bodies as well. And if renderings need to be dreamed and then
story and the lnanna myth. The third is the Rapunzelis Venus,couldit be that the draped onto the directly perceivable synodic
ancient fairy tale of Rapunzel. One of the prince is Mars, and that what is being cycles.
great inspirations for the research on these documentedis what the ancientscalled The most recent joining of Venus and
articles came from an amazing article by the 'courtship .. ofMars and Mars representing the climax of the
William Irwin Thompson: Rapunzel"Of Plants, Ven~~?~.,Marsisbyhimselflorawhile, VenuslMars SagaofJ995-1996 occurred in
Women, And Lost Cosmologie~,*6 first and then his circuitjntersects with the morning sky near.summer solstice aligned
brought to my attention by friend and Venus,and he lavs With~ej...thiwMay with Aldebaran,ihered star in the Bull
colleague Caroline Casey. Similar to what in conjunction for ..awh/le,.,t~enthe (Taurus)col1stellation. While taking into
Clyde Hostetter has done with the Inanna Moon returns, he ls driven out.iJnd. account the warning against projecting
story and Venus,",7Thompson sites numerous wanders far into the_wild~rne$s,orthe ancient myth, alongwith the possible cultural
astronomical clues connected to the story of vast dark regionsof thesolarsysiem, and historical biases of the past, onto the
Rapunzel relating to the cycles of Venus, away from her and the eartl1-i: ;; tells present; never the less certain features of .
Mars and the Moon, among others. Space us again that for themythopoetic·. the Bapunzel tale do apply to the Great Saga,
constraints prevent analyzing more than the imagination of the .. allpiel1fs, .~nfolding within a modern context.
most essential details of this story. Here is a knowledge, and complexM9V1(Iedge The warrior/hero!Mars begins his quest
brief synopsis()f the fairy tale. was stored in images and hie[()glyphs;.'. (one of twelve archetypal expressions of

Rapunzelis a beautiful young maiden, fA/elTloderns, with our ··.pro$~(c masculinity, without reference to the female
raised bya sorceress named Frau Gothel. ratiocinative minds addicted ···to principle) while Venus is not yet visible. Mars
When RapunzeLreaches young womanhood , stati~tics and linearquantification,'but experiences several weeks or months of solo
the sorceress isolates Rapunzel from the rest not to pattern recognition,tooklTlany questing with many adventures. Then Venus,
of the world by keeping her in a tower that oithes« images literally inastupid representing a specific .ar~hetypal version of

. can only be accessed through a high window. fundamentalist way, so that we could the feminineirises in·the west, after
The sorceress callsto Rapunzel to let down debunk the primitive, prescientific undergoing her 60 days of initiation in. the
her hair and she climbs up the tower. One mentality and feel confident in the underworld. Depending on the individual
day, a young Prince hears Rapunzel singing, triumphsof industrialsociety. But this . characteri~tics of the specific archetype,
and hides in nearby bushes to hear more. is as stupid sssomeooe in a future either Mars sets out in pursuit of Venus to
The sorceress soon arrives to pay Rapunzel a culture making fun of us because we capture or seduce her, or Venus attempts to
visit and the Prince learns the way into the spoke of solar IAlfnrlsand magnetic attract Mars and get his attention. Any
tower. Thus, Rapunzel and the Prince meet fields, as if spaceweresome sortat number of possibilities arise, including,
and fall in love. When the sorceress park.".JJi indeed, the desire for 'conscious equal
discovers their relationship, she casts Thompson goes on. to relate many more partnership.
Rapunzel into the wasteland to wander alone cosmological details in. the. myth, including Venus and Mars come together and have
and throws the Prince out the tower references to Merc::!lrycycll!s. There is also their first experiences of relationship, with
window. He falls into the bushesbelew, enough information in the fairy tale to either exact conjunctions or at least close
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proximity together in the western sky Each theovera~Venus/Mars~agals larger context light of the Mars synq({jc~cle, partipularly
month, the crescent moon rises up and either is .ess~t() the ..~eep~r. understanding of the Great Saga, A M~d~~Mythos.
sUccessfully breaks them up or not. rehrnon~iPjssues,peregn~IIY andculturaUy. The Emerding V~",~slMarsS~ga
EvelltlJallythey do separate, usually with {Th7Y;gQ~ars S~9~z~n~age Hand 18 Note how thecurrently'unfl)lding
Mar~disappearing for five to six monthsd~~¥mdetaQ.1he ..cummtly<unfolding Venus/Mars Great Saga (page 17and18}

.>p~loVJthe horizon (blinded in the wilderness) saga.} ·...."ii/·i.··· exists within the wider context of the
\iNhileVenus· drifts up from the horizon .ii· •..... \\·.J~Y~~~~;f~~~~b~past pattern of Great and Invisible Sagas detailed

looping alone in the evening\skY1'f12B~eest~ry';l1lT~ti?nedbefore,isa in- the Saga Synopsis on page 19. I'Ve
('t'asteland?). Venus, once againsinks111to ~~~~e CoSh,?,lg~ifalepic,;JTaturing . included many additio~al details beyond
the underworld finishing her previous . 'e~:-encount~be~een M~rs{The those of-the key players for your imagination
archetypal journey, and then rises heliacally; Gr~at§tar}and Venus\:&\'hfte StarWOTilan). imdre~eiJrch. There is certainly no clear (or
beginning a new expression of the goddess. In th~-Ven slr~~eIilteresfiQ¥itrS dogmati~}l11ytho:; to.iproject onto these
Venus. then. encounters Mars again. who by' andthr~s.. iiiiY~~fd things~XI~.I'tis- cydes~tthistime.'JI.I~.~CNeonlyjust begun
now has successfully completed his fiVe to .. waY'~Ilf"~g~im to~.~TJlf.lfish .l11a~xt<i~(s.tothi~RtJlf.sway 'lqalnt';fet's start with the

".six month underworld initiation, and 'is sIOWIY~Fi~~J~eI"pass~~}aII(.the- ..•tests, ••.sheimpftCiltio":sot.tre.~if'f~rence betweenthe
.:>/riSillg in the morning sky. One or twoexa:tl&o~~erJtst?ii~Wi~hhirn,givingbirthto a Great>SagaA.()f).lg94499~/iand the

- conjunctions, or at least a closeencounter;/daugflterandproducing fecurtdity on the currently developing Great Saga Bof
.. within ten degrees, takes place symbolizil1g land, Inlattet days, the Pawnee, 1996-1998.

another stage of relationship. .The new ceremonially, enacted this with typical In 1994-1996,· Venus and Mars
Venus archetype compassionately greets the patriarchal overkill. Exactly replicating the conjunctedonly once in the evening sky,
newly reborn warrior from the underWorld, stellar positions, a maiden was captured followed by a quick separation, with Mars
her tears curing his blindness. when Venus and Mars conjoined in the disappearing first into the underworld. Venus

It's difficult to knowhow much of the evening. She was held captive until the and Mars then conjuncted twice in the
Hapunzel story is applicable today. For morning visibility of Venus and Mars and then morning sky and lingered together within ten
example, is the implication that true bonding ritually killed with an arrow through>the degrees for over 100 days. This is

.{happily ever after} or successful relationship heart, her blood symbolically fertilizing the reminiscent of the Rapunzel pattern. In

.can only happen during the morning land. This example strengthens the idea of GreatSagaB, Venus conjoins Mars twice in
. conjunction and that the evening refraining from projecting old culturalbeliefs the evening, linked together for nearly 90

conjunctions always result in separation? I onto the present! days. The Moon clearly fails to break them
think not. A new mythos is definitely needed Still another example, is thestory<of up. Then, Venus disappears first into the
to apply to the structure of a Great Saga. Inanna, invariably told from her perspective. underworld, instead of Mars. Venus joins
However, one element of the story hasmade and since the myth survives. from a with Mars only once in the morning sky, and
a definite-contribution to my understanding in matriarchal age, it has its own bias; There only for about a month. Clearly,anentirely
relationship counseling. are surviving fragmentspf/rianna'sstory differentmythos is needed to correspond to

When a Great Saga unfolds. from thetime that have to do with herconsort/lover the different patterns.
LtharVenus and Mars separate in the evening Oumuzi (who is one ofl1lany~ncient symbols Suggested Applications
sky ulltil they reunite inthemorning, I have forthe dying and reborn.God). Apparently, Discover' what type of Saga was
found this to be the least usefui time to work after Inannareturnsfrom the underworld occurring when you were born, and where
on a relationship, regardless of whether the (the 60 day initiation)/1ihe encounters her you are personally in the Venus/Mars
twoillai\rid~.a.ls are intel1ded to be together or 10ver,Dumuzi. It's usually interpreted that relationship. Was it one of the Great Sagas
noti.; ..ij!:S a great. relationship or totany Inanna perceives Dumuzi. as arrogant, or was Wan InvisiblejUnderworld Saga? What
dysfun~ti~":aL During. this particular .Venus haughtyi.and having lack of. concern for her overtone archetypes of Venus and Marswere
'~.s,~epClratioll, working on relationship dlil'ingher absence,andshe immediately at play in the collective Saga at your birth?

'··>prO;b.le~stends toonl'y~ake them worse. sendshimto the underWorld. This scenario (Seepage 10.) Using myself as an example,I
.•..fnstead,itsa wonde~ultimeJor working on may, ho~ev~rlsiinply describe the natural was born with a leo Mars' overtone and a

the sacred marriage internally, or simply to celestial order of the Great Saga. Soon after Gemini Venus overtone. At the time of my
develop the intended masculine or feminine Venui(lnaflna} rises in west-after her 60 birth; Mars was in phase two of a new
archetype,solo, in autonomy and days in the'undenvorld, she encounters Mars quest, 38 degrees from the Sun in the
sovereignty. Check the appropriate images (Oumuzi)in the evening sky. Then, Mars evening sky. While researching this I
(chartofle)tp see how to proceed. quickly disappears below the horizon,while -discovered, to my shock (I have Libra Sun

Once the reunion of Venus and Mars has venusco~~inues her evening stardance. It and Libra Rising}, that Venus was fully
.'occu~red,...workinq on therefationship bears seem~~~T~orevisionall of the stories of ensconced in the morning sky and invisible to
'fruit, even if that fruit isa successful thedyi":goC~llg'reborn Gods (Le;Tammuz, Mars. My Venus is ata45 degree angle from
·b~~~k.-lI~performed in love. Knowledge of Adonis; Bilill; Dionysus, Orpheus, etc.), in the Sun, near its maximum distance of 48
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degrees, in the morning phase. Thus,at my ,'£rea - g:~~ooble ret~rTl0f Venus and Mars,
birth, no Great Saga was occurringef;~L J.. . ~ttingt~~igrlginal Saga occuring
began tc fear the worsL.wasj~iSa~~~
and even malefic time analo~ous~ o~~ ' .•i:r"
scale, to old con?epts ofc~T.~~st •.•
When examining how thisi~nneci~···t:.

personal life, I rioted how.relationsliiP
always been .con~ectecrJ}~(}·
experience.?f~tr.Sss~···.·~7i~ ..•..'
Libra .RisinQ.it> deS~ed+<\f~
experience ab92d~d CQ~~'n'! ~~~.

but did not hay~the opP?
untilJ was 43'UAsl r~~rchad.~\Saga .•..
material,l~isfov.ered~nat.J . iJe~. "1:,
courted,and Jl1ameqmv~e,dgsely.~bIi
the dates of the 19904992 .:(lreatiiSC!g.~;
where Leo and Gernini~uccessfullyb()nded.··
Could As Above, So Below, be this precise?
So far, every case I have checked out,
confirms there is something to this
information.

When doing relationship counseling using
this material. I recommend noticing the
positions of Venus and Mars relative to the
entire Saga. This includes the previously
mentioned example of refraining from
working on relationships during the
separations of Venus and Mars,aswell as
noting the larger context of: relationship
patterns playing out in the sky. For example,
1994-1996 involved the attemptedtiriion of
the warrior-king Leo with the
sorceress-witch Scorpio! This was a
problematic challenge to saytheleast;uiltil
the Scorpio goddess transformed iritoGemini
in June of 1996 and bonded with the Leo god
throughout that entire summer. Marsbegan
a new quest in Virgo, March 17, 1997 and
successfully bonds with the goddess Gemini
in October, 1997 in the evening sky, until
they split up. Then, the Virgo god (Mars)
forms a brief union with the nl!wly
transformed Capricornian goddess (Venus) in
the summer of 1998.

Another remarkable phenomenon to
consider is the almost exact recapitulation of
the cycles of Venus and Mars at age 32 and
64. The role of Venus is easily understoodas
these ages fall within the eight yearcogriate
of the Venus return. However, due to the
eccentricity of the cycle of Mars, ~o~?mes
an eighth svnodiccycle.after;1f"given
starting point, ..•..js..eveni·Clos~r'-~han/the
seventhone;This happen$.at~ge32and 64

7. See Part One(JMA Feb/Mar 1997).
8. See Note S~,~_~O;.. <

9. I have~C!.r71~.~~g~~;!gJormulate an
ac.cepti)bl~.,mRd~;cor\t~~t;hlythosfor the
Invisabl~ncteryy~rld Saga.;~·
Note on NQte?-£~nsult/P.art One (TMA
Feb/Mar 19971..rror· the more complete
Bibliography forthis investigation.

Bjogr~~~~l~j'Daniei Giamar.io
Bani.el Giafll§rio, . creator of the

AstrGi~~icaIVisiqn.QUest{sm}and foul1~~r of
, . the ~arb:ing.er~Orrhe Turning Of The Ages,

......... . has' been a pref:~~~onal~strologerforover
•. .·~~~~~7~E~.Q~~ 26 years"i.~7.(has.}5reated a unique1·~;"iX' ·.~ll1f1l~lItafvin.~nibe ...!Ilade psychological, ••.lTlyth.~iogi5~t(••and spiritual

here. The~,!,"ent Cti1tural"WiSd?mUaS t?~h~synthesis, that has as the primary intent, a
meaning;of~afe ··amlferna(ei~cl~des.t~e person's discovery of their". life' .purpose.
belief that wornen>aTeX,fJ~rbleal1d Since. 1982, Daniel's specialty has been
changeable' (ficklej;andmen .?Testeadfastconn7f~i.ng ast~~logy to •the night sky at
(stubborn or dense). ThissOrnetjmes\issacrGclsites~~it~~inggroups to secluded
justified using As Above, So Below by wiiderness I()sati?~stoie)(peri~nce their
defining the Moon as feminine and the Sun as interrelatedn~ssto th~ earthandsky.
masculine. After all, the Sun's cycles are Currently, Daniel is working on several
exactly the same every year while the books about astrology, covering new
Moon's is highly eccentric, taking 19 years information and adding to the information
for it to repeat itself. As described in Part covered in his first book, The Shamanic
One, those attributions are rejected in favor Astrology Handbook, with co-author Carolyn
of using Venus and Mars as symbols for Brent, available from JCA Unlimited, PO Box
female and male. In this casj!.investigating 91498, Tucson, AZ 85752.1or$27.00,which
the As Above, So Below implications, it's includies priority mail shipping.
Venus that is more steadfast and predictable He is available for p~t#onal consultations
than Mars! This serves asa shamanic and relationship counseling (see back page).
warn.ingagainst, cultural stereotyping and Also, as a past'host of his own radio show,
projec~iQn! .. Daniel isa liyely(and stimulating radio and
U That, also, can significantly alter/the television guest.
distance of Mars from Earth. . .You may reach Daniel through his
3, During.1 particularly close oppesition, Voice Mail: 310·281·7651
Mars attainsa magnitude only surpassed by
Venus, During an extremely close opposition,
Mars is nearly twiceas close to Earth as at a
distant one.
4. See Living The Sky, by Ray Williamson,
University of Oklahoma Press, Norman
Oklahoma,1984, pp.: 218-235 and Beyond
TheBlue Horiran. By Ed Krupp, Harper/Collins
Publishers, New York, 1991, pp. 187-192.
5:. PartOne (TMA Feb/MarJ 997) include~
the tables.
6: Rapunzel' Of Plants, Women, and Lost
Cosmologies by William·Irwin Thompson from
Annals Of Earth, 1o Shanks Pond Rd,
Falmouth, MA 025401volume V Number 2,
1981

. i
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Note:.Jhisarticlewas deslgneti i!~~t1f/lted
by ··CarolynBl'ent,co~~h(jl.ofThe
ShamclDic Astrology Haridbook. To obtain
additional copies 0/ this printing send
$8~OO(postpaid}to:

JCAUnlimited
.PO Box 91498

.., Tucson. 1<'11..85752
Phone 520·744·0506 Fax 520·744·6923

.'e-mail: jcaunlimited@earthlink.net.
Also available from JCA Unlimited are
high quality computer charts, The
Shamanic AstrcJiogy Handboo~ andother
services. Contact Carolyn at the above
tiddress andphone /01" more in/ormation.



T.J;fE~;j@ME;MJj~iJ\ND ·IVIARS SJ\tJ..&·····
1996-1999 C"CLE

.PREPARAiIION;1!EFOIlEVENUS AND MARS MEJ.~T
[).~!I:i.(..···..iPLANETIEVENT TIME- SIGN °j:RonI0
JuTt1l~1996 v.enus Heliacal Rising 161I
Fen 05,1997 Mars Begins Retrograde 4:24 PM 05 n
Mar01,1997 Mars Retrograde J>0 11:55 PM ·271tf 180°frorn0 Begin 765 day journey of masculine tI1quest

Aug 09,1997 Jupiter RetrogradecP0 5:39 AM 17 ~ 180°frorn0 Integration of Z:: archetype as spiritual theme
Feb 21,1997 Venus Disappears From Morning Sky Begins 80 Days In The Underworld
Mar 17,1997 Mars Rises In East At Sunset, Directly Overhead At Midnight, Begins "Warriors Journey"

Or Heroes Quest Of The Masculine Archetype Of Virgo

SIGNIFICANCE
Begin 584 day journey of J[

VENUS AND MARS COME TOGETHER . .
May 12, 1997 Venus Rises In The West, Begins 260 Days In Evening Sky, Continues Af-chetypalJourney

Of The Feminine In Gemini. Mars is high in the evening sky, rapidly moving toward the
west, first makes visual contact with Venus, who is now rising in thewest.

DATE PLANET/EVENT TIME-· SIGN °j:R~m0 AM·ORPMSKY
May 12, 1997 Venus Rises as Evening Star 01·:u 10°frorn0 Evening Sky
May 12, 1997· Mars is 106°from Venus 181tf 116°from0 Evening Sky
May 12, 1997 Venus and Mars see each other Evening Sky
Oct 26, 1997 Venus a Mars #1 03:34 AM 20,?' 46°frorn0 Evening Sky
Nov 03, 1997 Moon <1 Mars 09:38PM 26,{' 44°fromo Evening Sky
Nov 04, 1997 Moon <1 Venus (6th time) 02:48 AM 29,if 4§°trom0 Evening Sky
Dec 02, 1997 Moon <1Mars 07:12PM 18lS 4i°from 0 Evening Sky
Dee 03, 1995 Moon <1. Vt;lnus(7th time) 06:52 AM 24lS 43°from0 Evening SkY··
Dee 22, 1997 Venus a Mar~#2 01:43 PM 03 ~ 33°fTom0 Evening Sky
Dec 26. 1997 Venus Stat. Retrograde 01:20 PM 03 ~56 28°from 0 Evening Sky
Dee a t, 1997 Moon CJ Venus {Bth time) 04:.56AM 03 ~30 24"fro1110 Evening Sky
Dec 31, 1997 Moon <1 Mars 05:25PM 10 ~22 31°trom0 Evening Sky
Oct 02, 1997 to Jan 03, 1998Venus and Mars within 10

0

0f each other Evening Sky
Jan 10, 1998 VenusDisappears From Evening Sky - Prepares For-Rebirth Into New Archetype
DATE PLANETIEVENT ····SIGN . o":Rom0 AM, OR PMSKV
Jan 23, 1998 VenusHeliacal Rising InGapricorn24lS10°from 0 MorningSky
Feb 05, 1998 Venus Resumes Dir~ct Motion 18lS . 28°from 0 Morning Sky
Mar 07, 1998 Mars disappears from Evening Sky 021' 15"from0
Jul 09, 1998 Mars rises in Morning Sky 02'~ 1S°from0
Aug os. 1998 VenusO'Mars #3 19 ~ 23°from0
Jul 18- Aug24,J998 Venus q Mars within 10°

Morning Sky
Morning Sky
Morning Sky

.,.::,,:,.».:>,:-:: '. :.c.: .

MERCURYAS PART of VENUS/MARS SAGA
DATE~I.ANJ:T/EVENT SIGN °fRom0 AM ORPM SKY
Jan 27, 1998 Ve'nus(), Mercury . 20 lS15°from 0 Morning Sky

·~{lst aftEK,\lenusrises heliacally to begin the Capricorn journey, she meets with Mercury low in
fh~M9~ringSky . .... . .. .

Mar 11, 1998 ""'~~u!1'p'Mars invisible, too dqst;l.JqSun to be seen, just as Mars disappears into underworld
Apr 01, 1998 Metcury8'rvtars invisible in theunde9"'0rld .
Jun 05, 1998 .~ercury.51Mars invisible in theunderworld
Note: Mercury hasmuchless to do with this saga ttianthe previous one. In this saga there are no visible engagements with
Mars at all.
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THEYENU~j?~NJ.?;MARS SAGA continued
l.P96..;19!>9 CY,ClE

P~TlEVtNT/, ~MJ=" SIGN °fRlom0 AM (lR.'2MSKV.
~'I:ro (1 Vi /Q!t~J 8:43 Arvt 26,if 20ofrom 0 Morni~g S~y
Mer ....< 6:~0 fo,.M 031'3 19°from0 Morning St<Y\ ...

-ngskyto meet a rapidly sinking Venus as she quickly goes into the
·i/.<» ~.c"'l11is()ccurs just after the seventh meeting of VenuswithJhe Moon when

.:\Ie ·is:.~~se¥enthandlaslof her garments. .... /i .

DATE PI.ANETFEYENT TIME- SIGN 0fR,om0 AM6Rr~SIQ'
Mar 02. 199·_ .~ . 6:32AM 03 )( Invisible InTheUnderworld
Apr22.199"'€sc~;{d/"~l1s. 10:55 AM 07 tshwisiblein the
undsrwortd :
In laty J~y a..¢ "'i'" ~. . -t997,Mercury almost catches Venus in tlheevening, but there is no exaet conjunction. This
is preciT~IY~'~~~~·hi·c~Cl.ngEl(Jtheorbital patterns enough so that the events of 2000 Be in SUflleriacan't
happenuo";•••< •. .., ..... _n did occurthen. .

DATE
Jan 07,
Jan' 27,
Jan27.

1997
199:7
1991

_ ,:::-:-,_'");/-.: :t-\ "-- ,·C

OTl:IERll(1~<~~\rlff INVISIBLEDRAMA
DATE..•... .. Pl.Aftn:TiJ:VEN,,[ TIME- SIGN °fRom0
Jan 21. 1997 J. . Sf enters Aquarius 7:12 AM
Feb05.199? J{1'-~(J \le~lls 5:48PM
FehOG.19S7tAoo .,(H/enUSi 8:16AM
Jan21,1998 Jupiter.OMars 12:12 PM

Just as Veri.usiRri~ing heliacally!
Feb04;}j~9.~. ·..Jt1pit$ent~fsIfisee~ .
Apr 23;1998 Jupiter (1Venus·
May 29, 1998 SatumO Venus

AM ORPM SKY

04~
04~·
27~

14°firom0
14°firom0
26°from 0

Just Before Disappearing From Morning Sky

Evening Sky

18*
29'T'

45°from 0
38°from0

Morning Sky
Morning Sky

.,~>:..- ::---'-\ - ----.-> , -<

MERCURY?;'S}}~XRi-./&JtTJ-/ECAPRICORN...·VtJVUfJINTEGRATldN.CYCLE
DATE PLANET/~ ...•..... SIGN °f~~o~0·· AM ORPM SKY .
Aug 20, 1998 . Moon<:rXeri~~gth.timelnAM).. 08 Jl. 19°from0 MorningS~y
Aug 27, 1998 MercurYOyel1lJs<i·< .:':.ii. 18 ctl 16°lfom0 Morning Sky>"

Mercury risesinthemor~ingto met a rapidly sinking Venus assheagain goes into
the underwortdfor •.~Oda~s'~Fcu.,.ingshortly after the seventhMoon, Venus
conjunction and thelos~of tl~r laStgarment.
PLANETIEVENT ..SIGN °fJ:!orn0AMoR PM S-KV
Mercury 0 Venus 06111 Invisible InTheUnderworJd
Mercury 0 Venus 13;"lnvisiblelnTheUnderworld
Venus and Mercury meet again after Venus rises in the:evening sky.

DATE
Sep 11, 199B
Nov 29, 1998

*Times for events are given as Pacific Standard Time

Key to symbols: 7' Aries, tf Taurus,lI Gemini, $" Cancer, d7 Leo, I!f Virgo, fl Libra, In. ScorpiQ,/ Sagittarius,

11Capricorn, $ Aquarius,XPfsces, o Sun. C1Conjunct,cf' Opposition

()ffi,jj"l Material Of The Harbingers Of The Turning Of Th!!Ages~ ~vDaniel Giamario 1997QesiglledbyCarolyn Brent
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/TRACKING A MA~S C'fCLEjSHJO~ANfQALLX·
;).:. ...y< ... . 1997 -1999 CYCLE .)Ur;. ..CCC. .<;";~{
MASCULINE ARCHETYPAL INTEGR)\JlONifOR'lIBGC;r

»-' ::-.-~:;_/i·{·;.'.

~~~:'::e~o~:el~:r~a::e:s Ven~S6ygf "'.2'~~~1~h
once in evening (l(V,.este.rnskyrN~~: fr..- <:i€l overtone
LeO-Virgo.Mars andVeriusjoi tv1{,'i.,";:-y,t " {eaStern sky).

1984.1985 Great Sag~l\s ".· .)ii ....<
Mars overtoneScorpjlli{~S'Ym~uv?!cne Leo/Virgo.··Venus
transforms to Aries~' .:anrl.theyjoin once in eastern
morning sky ..
1986·1987 fnviSibleJUtJ~rworld~aga
~1ars!?vert-une;capriCQfTlJailSl()ViSibIY conjoin with Venus
q~er:g~:~tiesorScorpio.Unionoccurs in the underworld in Leo.
1988.19B9 Great Saga A (variation)
Mars overtone Aries seeks Venus overtone Gemini. They join once
in the western evening sky. Venus transforms to overtone
Capricorn. No exact union occurs in the eastern morning sky
1990·1992 Great Saga B
Mars overtone Gemini seeks Venus overtone Capricorn. They join
twice in the western morning sky. Venus transforms into
overtone Leo. They join once in the eastern morning sky.
1993-1994 InvisiblejUnderworld Saga
Mars overtone Cancer fails to visibly conjoin with Venus
overtones Leo or Aries. Union occurs in the underworld in
Carpicorn in early 1994.
1995·1996 Great Saga A
Mars overtone Leo seeks Venus overtone Scorpio. They join
together once in the western everning sky. Venu~transformsjnto
overtone Gemini. They join twice in the easternmcrninq'skv.
1996·1998 Great Saga B
Mars overtone Virgo seeks Venus overtone Gemini. They join
together twice in the western evening sky. Venus transforms into
overtone Capricorn. They join once in the eastern m()rning sky,
1999-2000 InvisiblejUnderwold .
Mars overtone Scorpio fails to visibly conjoin with .Venus
overtones Capricorn orteo. Union occurs in the underworld in
Cancer in 2000.
2001-2002 Great Saga~ (variation)
Mars overtone Sagittarig~~eeks Venus overtone Aries. They join
once in the western evening sky. Venus transtormsinto overtone
Scorpio. No exact union occurs inthe eastern morning.
2003-2004 Great Saga~ (vari~~onl
Mars overtone Pisces 'seeks Venus overtone Scorpio. No exact
union in the western evening sky. Venus transforms into overtone
Gemini. They join once inthe eastern morning sky.
2005·2006 InvisibleJUnderworldSaga -. ..•.....• . .
Mars overtone Taurus fails to visibly conjoin with either Venus
overtones Gemini or Capricorn. Uniolloccursin the underworld in

Libra in 2006. . .ii< .
2007 -2008 Great Saga~{minor'Variation)
Mars overtone Cancer<seeksVenusovertone Leo. Venus
transforms into. overtone Aries. They join (exact/yjonceinthe
eastern morning sky.
2009-2010 Great Saga B
Mars overtone Leo seeks Venus overtone Aries, They join twice in
the western evening sky.Venus transforms into overtone Scorpio.
They join once in the eastern morning sky .

MARS CYCLE DATE SIGN •ifTom0

Retrograde Begins Feb 5, 97 06 il 131"from0

MarstPSun Mar 17.97 2711f 180-from0

Apr 1. 97 2111f 159'from0·

Mars Stationary Direct
Apr28.97 1611f 129-from0

Jun 1. 97 2311f 92'from0

Jul .•1. 97 os a 86-from0

Aug1. 97 22il 73-from0

Sep1. 97 11III 62-fr~m0

Oct 1. 97 02,(1 53'fro1l10

Nov1. 97 24,(1 45"from0

Dec1. 97 17lS 35"from0

Jan 1. 98 11~ 30-from0

Feb 1. 98 05){ 24-frO!l10

Mar7. 98 011' 15-from0

MarsaSun May13.98 23~ oO-from0

Jul 9. 98 o~~ 15"frorri0

Aug1.98 17$ 2ffroll10

Sep 1, 98 07.Q 3 ffrort.0

Oct 1..9826d} 41~frorll0

54'from0

26.Q 41-from0

18 il 82-from0·

18£1 82-from0

Mar1.99 02t1t 119-from0

Mars Begins Retrograde

Mar18.99 121ll 134-from0

Apr 1. 99 11 tit 150'from0

Apr25.99 04 III 18iffrom0

Completes .Q Ouest, PrElp<iJcesforttfqlJesl

f'HASETWO (6TO 7 Months)

Mars Disappears From Evening Sky

PHASE THREE (4 TO 6 Months)

Mars Rises In Morning Sky

PHASE FOUR (6 TO 7 Months)

PHASE FIVE rsro 3 1/2 Months)

Cotnpl.itesI1fQuest. Prepares forlllquest

Begins Next PHASE ONE

Mars Begins m. Quest .

Key to symbols: T Aries. ~ Taurus,:n Gemini, $ Cancer . .n Leo, I1f Virgo, £1

Ubra, tit Scorpia.v' Sagittarius. lS Capricorn. ~ Aquarius. )( Pisces, O Sun,

a Conjunct.

. .

Great Saga A emphasizesth~m?rninq~fonjunctions
Great Saga B empha§iz~§thei;verlfng skYconjunctions
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